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Abstract – This work is devoted to a theoretical simulation
of atomic hydrogen production in self�maintained low�pres�
sure discharge in crossed E×H fields (reflective�magnetron
discharge) with an additional self�heated (hot) cathode in
the form of a rod located in the system axis. The atomic hy�
drogen distribution in the discharge volume and the flux den�
sity of hydrogen atoms on the disk cathode are analytically
calculated on basis of the theoretical model of the discharge
and atomic hydrogen formation. Simulation results allow
one to analyze in complex the operation of real atomic hy�
drogen sources based on this discharge type.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the treatment of semiconductors
structures by atomic hydrogen (AH) flows is wide ap�
plied due to a minimum of charges and defects brin�
ging in. plasma sources based on high frequency and
super�high frequency discharges [1, 2] and sources
based on hydrogen molecules dissociation on a hot
surface, in particular on a heated filament [3, 4] or a
capillary [5, 6] were made for AH production.

In [7] a new AH source based on low�pressure
discharge in crossed E×H fields was offered. It is di�
stinguished among AH sources by the molecular hy�
drogen dissociation both in the discharge volume
and on the heat�insulated rod which is situated in the
axis of the system and heated to high temperatures by
the energy released in the discharge. A method of
self�consistent determination of discharge parame�
ters based on a physical model of the discharge was
proposed in [8]. The paper is a continuation of these
works and it is devoted to a theoretical study of AH
production in the reflective discharge with an addit�
ional self�heated cathode (SHC).

2. The model of AH production 
and recombination

Let us consider an axisymmetric discharge cell
(of height h) consisting of a hollow cylindrical anode
of radius R, two water�cooling plane�parallel disk
cathodes biased by the same negative potential rela�
tive to the anode, and additional heat�insulated
cathode (of radius R0) in the form of a rod situated in
the axis of the system and connected with one of
cathodes. The discharge cell is in a uniform external

magnetic field, whose field lines are parallel to the
symmetry axis of the system. Both disk cathodes ha�
ve small orifices (one for driving of the working gas,
another for extraction of the hydrogen flow), but the
effect of ones on discharge processes will be neglec�
ted in our calculations. It is possible to maintain a
steady operating pressure of the gas in the discharge
cell in the range 10–103 Pa by forcing the gas to flow
through these small orifices.

At first let us consider the basic channels of AH
production and recombination. It is known [2, 9]
that the AH production in low�temperature plasma
occurs in the main due to the dissociation of hydro�
gen molecules by electron impact through the exci�
tation of electronic states of molecules:

H2+e→H+H+e, kdes=5.8.10–10 cm3/s.      (1)
The energy threshold for this reaction is rather

high (8.7 eV), and, hence, the constant of dissoci�
ation by slow (plasma) electrons (kTe~2 eV), kdes, is
relatively small. The volume�averaged rate of AH
production through molecules dissociation by pla�
sma column electrons is determined by the concen�
tration of molecular hydrogen, nH2

(assumed here for
estimations equal to 2.1016 cm–3), and the concentra�
tion of plasma electrons, nes (assumed here for esti�
mations equal to 1013 cm–3), and the dissociation
constant of hydrogen molecules by slow electrons,
kdes(Te):

Гes=2kdesnH2
nes~2.1020 cm–3/s.

The dissociation of hydrogen molecules by means
of impact excitation of molecules by fast electrons
accelerated in the cathode drop occurs in the same
way, but the corresponding constant, kdef, will be de�
termined by the electrons energy (eUc~100 eV):

H2+e→H+H+e, kdef=4.10–8 cm3/s.            (2)
The average rate of AH production through the

dissociation of molecules by fast electrons is deter�
mined by the concentration of molecular hydrogen,
nH2

, and fast electrons, nef~0.01nes, and by the con�
stant of the dissociation of hydrogen molecules by
fast electrons, kdef(Uc):

Гef(r)=2kdesnH2
nef ~1.1020 cm–3/s.

The rate of hydrogen atomization on the SHC
surface heated to temperature Th can be characteriz�
ed by the probability of surface dissociation, Pd:
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H2+(Th)→H+H+(Th). (3)
The average rate of AH production through the

dissociation of hydrogen molecules on the hot surfa�
ce of SHC can be written as:

Гs=1/2nH2
vH2

Pd~1.1020 cm–2/s,
where vH2

is the average velocity of hydrogen molecu�
les and Pd(Th) is the probability of surface dissoci�
ation of hydrogen (here it is equal to 5 %). More cor�
rect calculations of Pd will be given below.

Rates of other reactions which can possible in the
discharge cell are significantly lower; thereby they
will not be consider in the calculations. We give for
information quantitative data for characteristic rates
of these reactions that are taking of [9, 10].

The dissociative recombination of hydrogen mo�
lecular ions is characterized by a great constant kdr:

H2
++e→H+H, kdr=3.10–8 cm3/s,               (4)

but the concentration of hydrogen molecular ions in
plasma is comparatively low (nH2

+~nes). Therefore, the
average rate of AH production through dissociative
recombination of hydrogen molecular ions is estima�
ted to be on the level:

Гdr=kdrnes
2~5.1017 cm–3/s.

The fast ion�molecule reaction gives a rather mo�
re rate of AH production:

H2
++H2→H3

++H,
whose rate is limited by the rate of production of

hydrogen molecular ions:
H2+e→H2

++2e, kH2
+=1.2.10–11 cm3/s,        (5)

ГH2
+=kH2

+nesnH2
≈2.1018 cm–3/s.

The processes of AH production, whose rates are
proportional to square of charged particles concen�
trations (for example, electron�ion recombination of
molecules), can be ignored.

Now we shall discuss the rates of possible chan�
nels of AH recombination. The recombination of hy�
drogen atoms on the cold walls of the discharge cell
can be characterized by the probability of surface re�
combination, γr.

H+H+(cold wall)→H2. (6)
The value of γr for an actual surface exposed to air

is ~0.1 for the majority of metals [11]. In the case of
a gas discharge in ultra�pure hydrogen, owing to ion
sputtering and chemical etching, the surface of the
metal electrode becomes atomically clean, and it can
be assumed that γr�1 [12]. Therefore, the effective
rate of AH recombination on cold metal walls due to
surface recombination, Rw, can be estimated to be 

Rw�γrνHnH≈1.1020 cm–3/s. (7)
Here νH=DH/Δ2 is the frequency of AH loosing on

walls, where DH is the AH diffusion coefficient and Δ
is the mean path of an atom from the appearance
place to electrodes surfaces.

Let us show that under conditions of a low�pres�
sure discharge the triple recombination of hydrogen
atoms in the discharge volume yield substantially
lower rates compared to those obtained from (7):

H+H+H2→H2+H2,  kar=2,7.10–31T–0,6 cm6/s,   (8)

Rar=karnH2
nH

2≈1.1015 cm–3/s. (9)
where kar is the coefficient of triple recombination of
AH, T is the gas temperature in K [13].

In this work we consider the range of gas pressu�
res that provide considerably greater rates of surface
recombination in comparison with the rate of volu�
me recombination of hydrogen. In this case, AH re�
combination only on cold walls of the discharge cell
can be considered.

Thus, in our model AH production and recombi�
nation occur due to the processes (1–3) and (6), re�
spectively. We also assume that the AH concentra�
tion is always low in comparison with the molecular
hydrogen. For this case, it is possible to assume that
the H2 concentration is a constant.

3. The model of AH production on a hot surface

Let us consider in more detail the AH production
through the dissociation of molecules on the SHC
surface. A hydrogen molecule flux 1/4nH2

vH2
falls on

the surface of the heated metal; some part of these
molecules will be reflected and other part will be ad�
sorbed at the surface. The rate of adsorption of the Н2

molecule under impact with the surface is characte�
rized by the coefficient of condensation, αc, which is
numerically equal to the probability of adsorption of
the molecule under impact with the surface. In the
literature the value of the coefficient is varied from
0.05 to 0.3. The bonding energy of a molecule Н2

with a surface is very low; therefore, the fact of mo�
lecule adsorption on the surface means its instant
dissociation into two atoms H which have a rather
high energy of bonding with the surface.

We will characterized desorption of atoms from
the surface by the constant k1 and recombination of
atoms on the surface with their following desorption
by the constant k2. The approximate dependences of
these constants on the temperature of the metal sur�
face have the form [11]:

k1(Th)�2.2.1013exp (–E1/kTh) s–1,
k2(Th)�2.5.10–3exp (–E2/kTh) cm2/s,       (10)

where E1≈2.92 eV is the bonding energy of a hydrogen
atom with a tungsten surface, E2≈2E1–ED=1.35 eV is
the energy of formation of a hydrogen molecule on a
tungsten surface, ED=4,48 eV is the dissociation ener�
gy of a free hydrogen molecule.

A molecule adsorbed on the surface is dissociated
instantly into two atoms which can thereafter either
be desorbed from the surface in the form of AH or re�
combine back into a molecule and be rapidly desor�
bed from the surface in the form of molecular hydro�
gen. Then the balance of particles on the hot metal
surface in the model can be written as:

αcnH2
vH2

/2=k1ns+k2ns
2, (11)

where ns is the surface concentration of hydrogen
atoms, αc�0.07 is the coefficient of condensation of
hydrogen molecules on the surface [11]. Solving
(11), we can find ns and determine the probability of
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surface dissociation, Pd, as the ratio of the AH flux
from the surface, k1ns, to the double flux of falling
molecules, αcnH2

vH2
/2:

(12)

The dependence Pd(Th) is presented in Fig. 1. It
can be seen that the probability of dissociation on the
surface at a temperature of up to 1700 K is practical�
ly equal to zero. Further, the probability sharply inc�
rease with the temperature of the surface and tends
to saturation, reaching its limiting value determined
by the value of the coefficient of condensation,
αc�0.07. We shall use this dependence Pd(Th) in sub�
sequent calculations.

Fig. 1. The probability of surface dissociation of hy�
drogen molecules, Pd, as a function of the tempera�
ture of the surface Th

4. Calculation of the AH concentration in the
discharge volume

The time�independent continuity equation for
hydrogen atoms can be written as:

(13)

where r is the running radial coordinate, z is the running
height coordinate, DH is the diffusion coefficient of hydro�
gen atoms, nes is the concentration of slow electrons (we
assume it constant), nef(ρ)=(2jfcτf/h)[1+CKK0(ρ)+CII0(ρ)]
is the concentration of fast electrons, CK and СI are con�
stants calculated previously [8] from boundary condit�
ions; I0(x), K0(x) are the modified Bessel functions; jfс is
the flux density of γ�electrons emitted from the catho�
de; τf is the effective life�time of a fast electron (the ti�
me for which a fast electron becomes a slow one);
ρ=R/ld is the dimensionless radial coordinate;
ld=(4m/3Ei)

1/2Uc/B is the characteristic diffusion length
which determines the scale of movement of a fast elec�
tron across a magnetic field within its life�time; Uc is the
cathode drop; Ei is the average energy of electron�ion
pair formation; m is the electron mass; B is the magnet�
ic field induction.

The boundary conditions for equation (13) can
be written as:

nH(r, ±h/2)=0,  nH(R, z)=0,

(14)

Taking into account boundary conditions (14),
the solution of equation (13) will have the form:

(15)

where ν=z/ld is the dimensionless height coordinate;
L=h/2ld is the normalized half�height of the dischar�
ge cell; λi=π(2i+1)/2L are factors determined from
the first boundary condition of (14); a=4jfcτfkdefld

2/hDH

is a constant corresponding to the fast electrons con�
tribution to the AH production; b=2kdesnesld

2/DH is a
constant corresponding to the slow electrons contri�
bution to AH production; С1i and C2i are factors de�
termined from boundary conditions (14).

Knowing the AH concentration (15), we can find
an expression for AH flux onto the disk cathode:

(16)

5. Results of calculation and discussion

We give examples of the dependences obtained
with the use of the model described. For calculations
we take following geometric dimensions for the
discharge cell: h=1 cm, R=0.5 cm, R0=0.1 cm, cor�
responding to the AH source described in [7]. Besi�
des, we put γ=0.08, αc=0.07 [11], the values charac�
teristic of tungsten (the material of the SHC), and
for the induction of an external magnetic field
B=0.08 T.

The example of AH distribution in the volume is
shown in Fig. 2, a. Calculation have shown that the
main contribution to the AH concentration near the
rod is from the thermal dissociation of hydrogen; the
AH concentration in the bulk of the discharge is pro�
vided by plasma electrons; the contribution of fast
electrons to AH production is insignificant. To sup�
port the aforesaid, we give a plot which illustrates the
contribution of various channels of AH production
to the flux on the disk cathode (Fig. 2, b). Contribu�
tions of channels of AH production through fast and
slow electrons impact near the SHC become compa�
rable between themselves in spite of the significantly
smaller concentration of fast electrons, although
their sum doesn't exceed a half of AH flux obtained
by means of thermo�dissociation. But in the dischar�
ge volume the situation is changed: the contribution
of thermo�dissociation becomes insignificant, while
the main flux is given by AH produced through slow
electrons impact dissociation.
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Fig. 2, c shows how the radial distribution of the
AH flux on the disk cathode varies with discharge
operating conditions and molecular hydrogen con�
centration in the discharge cell. It is seen that varia�
tions in discharge operating conditions at the same
pressure do not vary the form of the radial distribu�
tion. But the lower is the discharge operating voltage,
and the higher current, the higher is the SHC tempe�
rature. And the higher is the temperature, the greater
number of atoms which are formed on thermal dis�
sociation of molecules on the SHC. The form of the
radial AH flux distribution varies rather significantly
with increasing of the molecular hydrogen concen�
tration. Thus, increasing of the molecular hydrogen
concentration, we can create conditions under
which AH extraction will be effective not only near
the SHC, but also at some distance from it. In the
last case the fraction of metal impurities getting in
the AH flux due to evaporation of the thermo�catho�
de material can be reduced significantly.

6. Conclusion

Based on the study performed, we can concluded
that the model of AH production (based on the
discharge operation model) allows one to calculate
the AH concentration in the discharge volume and
the radial distribution of AH flux taking into account
contributions of different channels of AH produc�
tion (knowing discharge parameters and the SHC
temperature) in complex. Thus the model can be
helpful in preliminary optimization of designs of AH
sources based on reflective discharges with SHC.

The authors are thankful to D.I. Proskurovsky,
V.A. Kagadei, E.V. Nefyodtsev, G.E. Ozur for initia�
tion of the work, support and helpful discussions.
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Fig. 2. The AH distribution in the discharge volume (a) and radial distribution of the AH flux on the disk
cathode (b, c). In Fig. 2, b: curve 1 is the AH flux formed on the SHC surface; curve 2 is the AH flux formed
due to slow electrons; curve 3 is the AH flux formed due to fast electrons; curve 4 is the total AH flux. In
Fig. 2, c: curve 1: nH2

=1.3.1016 cm–3, Uc=250 V, I=1 A, Th=2400 K; curve 2: 1.3.1016 cm–3, 100 V, 4.4 А, 2700 K;
curve 3: 6.4.1016 cm–3, 250 V, 1 A, 2400 K
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